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been destroyed perhaps it was never very satis
factory but there seems to be nothing to replace
it The theme is repeated at intervals throughout
in different ways sometimes as a dead land where
the sun beats a place where the cisterns are
empty the wells exhausted an empty chapel with
dry bones The crowds on London Bridge walk
ing through the fog are dead for each is locked
within himself The modern Cleopatra seated in
her burnished chair is surrounded by erotic sym
bols but the romantic suggestion of the gold
Cupidon is disturbed by synthetic perfume and
destroyed by recollection of the rape of Philomel
This Cleopatra s life is pointless and unreal
she can only look forward to a game of chess
At the other end of the social scale there is the
prostitution of personal relationship to the level
of having a good tune and instead of new life
abortion The nymphs are departed indeed
But at the end there is perhaps some hope in
The awful daring of a moment s surrender
Which an age of prudence can never retract
At all events it seems particularly relevant to this
half of the twentieth century when the possibilities
of our producing a waste land seem even greater
In 1927 Ehot became an Anglican His poems
Ash Wednesday Journey of fhe Magi A Song for
Simeon reflect his new belief and his gift for
using allusion is directed towards Christian
sources Thus m Ash Wednesday single lines
from well known prayers and responses from the
Ave Maria and The Reproaches of the Catholic
Good Friday service are used technically in the
same way that the repeated and echoed phrases in
earlier poems are used to give unity but as the
phrases that Ehot uses are ones that are frequently
repeated m the liturgy of the church the poem
provides for some readers a kind of ceremony
His major work after this is Four Quartets
where he is concerned with the Christian philo
sopher s interpretation of tune meaning as ex
pressed through words and salvation They are
full of paradoxes and though a progression of
thought may be traced hi the four each Quartet
may be read as a unity In itself The mood of
the second Quartet East Coker Is sombre and the
fear of nothingness the dissatisfaction with the
shabby equipment of contemporary language
recalls parts of The Waste Land but the fourth
Liiile Ghdding named after the home of a seven
teenth century community of Anglican mystics
is more hopeful
ah manner of thing shall be well '
Considerable time needs to be spent on these poems
if the complexity of the thought is to be appre
dated but the pattern of the verses, the delicate
manipulation of the metre may be enjoyed by the
reader who is prepared to listen carefully
2 Edith Sitwell (1887-1964)
In The Scarlet Tree Sir Osbert Sitwell vividly
describes his elder sister's early background She
was saturated hi English poetry read Baudelaire
at the age of seventeen and her governess Helen
Kootham, translator of Bimbaud became her life
long friend
Sitwell Interprets her early verses in Facade
1922 as abstract patterns hi sound written, hi
reaction against rhythmical flaccldity and
verbal deadness She experimented indefati
gably with the effect on rhythm and speed of
subtle and elaborate patterns of rhyme, assonance
and dissonance successfully capturing; dance
rhythms Some verses were set to music by
Walton and accompany the well known ballet
Like the French Symbolist writer del Isle Adam
(author of Axel} Sitwell also deliberately juxta-
posed words that clash in a protesting; combi
nation She adopted the synaesthesia practised
by Foe and the French Symbolists, transferring
the language of one sensation to indicate the
experiences of another as when morning light ap
pears as creaHng or whining In later
poems we find such phrases as the dust brays
  
repeated
or    purple perfumes of the polar Sun
from Eootham a Rimbaud
Elegant and mannered the butterfly verses of
Facade lack inner significance yet they gave Sitwell
the expertise to express intense feeling hi her later
poetry
Gold Coast Cwtoms 1929 is the counterpart of
Eliot s Waste Land Both express the poets
revulsion from modern society by finding on
objective parallel in primitive ritual Sitwell
writing during the Depression was most dismayed
by the heartlessness of the city which she images
through the bygone Customs in Ashantee where
once at the death of an important person hundreds
of the poor were butchered that their blood might
lave his bones This Reeling appalling/Cannibal
mart symbolises the contemporary sacrifice of
the poor demanded by the spiritually dead epito
mused by Lady Bamburger smart plague cart
massively indifferent to the destitution of the
slums where driven by \Vant a cruel rat gnaw
ing there the pathetic prostitutes The calico
dummies/Flap and meet
The ghastly Customs the desolate slums
violently alternate and reflect each other to the
kaleidoscope of nightmare relentlessly maintained
by the rhythm of savage drum beat and fevered
pulse
Although the metre and repetitive phra°mg
have an obsessive monotony the impact of the
poem which foretells the sick thick smoke from
London burning is unforgettable
In. Street Songs 1942 Sitwell was in command of
images of arresting clarity Two poems on the
Baids are incidentally a clear vindication of
Symbolist technique for both are extended
metaphors detached from their subjects
In the ironic Lullaby of despair the Pterodactyl
the steel bird    which    fouls its nest     has
devastated the earth and only the Baboon is left to
mother the surviving child
SWZ Fatts fhe Sam boldly uses the superbly
simple image of rain, heavy reiteration and a
thudding tolling rhythm stressing th& dark
monosyllables
Still falls the Bain—
Dark as the world of man black as our loss—
Blind as the nineteen hundred and forty nails
Upon the Cross
It is a poem of profound and universal com
passion for man and beast and also of religious
faith for the Bam is also Christ s blood shed in
suffering love and illumination.
In later publications Sitwell develops the long
ode written from the vantage of the poet-seer
matured by suffering Like Teats she was now
giving her work coherence by plaving variations
on bey symbols Some images appear strained
but the most effective are drawn from familiar
sources as the Bible history myth and mankinds
most primitive experiences—of sun, earth "beasts
grain fruit metals, and of cold and warmth
always emblematic for her of evil and good On
these she sets her idiomatic stamp
She constantly opposes two Smda of gold In
Harvest she celebrates the warm gold of the
laughing heat of the Sun and the ripe
beardednre/Ofwheat reflecting divine energy and
love In The Song of (he Cold 1945 she laments
the lust for the cold, destructive metal that pos
Besses Dives and the saints of Mammon who
ache -with the cold/From the polar wastes of the
heart the cold of hell.
Deeply shaken by Hiroshima. Sitwell wrote The
Shadow of Cain 1947 The theme of the title
poem is fission and envisages Mankind s nugra
tion into the Cold from Cain a first murder up
to Hiroshima when the Primal Matter/Was
broken and ' to the murdered Sun a totem, pole
arose of dust m memory of Man. The crisis stirs
an obaoure prescience of Impending calamity of a

